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This article has several problems. Help improve it or discuss these issues on the speech page. (Learn how and when to remove these template messages) This article must have additional quotes for confirmation. Help improve this article by adding citations to trusted sources. Material that does not have sourced material may be
challenged and removed. Find sources: Moonraker soundtrack - news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (October 2013) (Learn how and when to remove this template message)The topic in this article may not meet Wikipedia's music privacy guide. Please help to establish notable by citing reliable secondary sources that are
independent of the topic and provide significant coverage of it in addition to a simple trivial mention. If a match can not be established, the article is likely to be merged, redirected, or deleted. Find sources: Moonraker soundtrack - news · newspapers · books · scholar · JSTOR (October 2013) (Learn how and when to remove this template
message) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) 1979 soundtrack album by John BarryMoonrakerSoundtrack album by John BarryReleased1979RecordedApril 1979Length30:54LabelEMIProducerFrank Collura (Reissue)John chr Barry Barry ology The Deep(1977) Moonraker(1979) Hanover Street(1979) James Bond
soundtrack chronology The Spy Who Loved Me (1977) Moonraker (1979) For Your Eyes Only (1981) Professional ratingsReview scoresSourceRatingAllMusic[1] Moonraker is the soundtrack to the soundtrack to the eleventh James Bond film of the same Name. [2] Moonraker was the third of the three Bond films performed by Shirley
Bassey. Frank Sinatra was considered for the vocals before Johnny Mathis was approached and offered the opportunity. Mathis was unhappy with the song and withdrew from the project, leaving producers scrambling for a replacement. Kate Bush refused when she was about to embark on her UK tour, so John Barry offered the song to
Bassey just weeks before the release date. As a result, Bassey made the recordings at very short notice and never considered the song 'as her own' as she had never had the opportunity to perform it or promote it first. In fact, Bassey has rarely performed the song live compared to her two other Bond themes, Goldfinger and Diamonds
Are Forever. The film uses two versions of the title theme song, a ballad version heard over the main titles, and a disco version for the end titles. Confusingly, United Artists single release marked the tracks of 7 single as Moonraker (Main Title) for the version used to close the film and Moonraker (End Title) for the track that opened the
film. The song failed to make any real impact on the charts, which can be partly attributed to Bassey's failure to promote the single, in of the last minute decision and the manner in which it was quickly recorded to meet the schedule. Schedule. As with We Have All the Time in the World back in 1969, Hal David wrote the lyrics. Paul
Williams' original lyrics were discarded. Finally, in 2005, Bassey sang the song for the first time outside James Bond on stage as part of a medley of her three Bond title songs. An instrumental string version of the title theme was used in 2007 tourism advertisements for the Dominican Republic. The score for Moonraker marked a turning
point in Barry's production, abandoning the Kentonesque brass of his previous Bond score and instead scoring the film with slow, rich string passages-a trend that Barry would continue in the 1980s with scores like Raise the Titanic, Out of Africa and Somewhere in Time. Moonraker uses for the first time since Diamonds Are Forever a
piece of music called 007 (short, and late in track 7, Bond arrives in Rio and Boat Chase), the secondary Bond theme composed by Barry, which was introduced in From Russia with Love. This is the only time when 007 Theme is used in a Roger Moore Bond movie; it's from 2017 the last time it's been heard in a Bond movie. Another link
between soundtracks by Moonraker and Diamonds Are Forever is the inclusion of a track titled Bond Smells a Rat. The two numbers are not related to each other. Unusually, the score was recorded in Paris-alle Barry's previous Bond score had been recorded at London's CTS Studios. The film's production base was in France and it was
decided that the film would be scored there as well. Like some Bond films, the score for Moonraker has never received an extended release, due to the loss of the original session champions, which appear to have been misplaced in France. [recion needed] As such, the album does not contain the James Bond Theme, although it appears
in the film. Track listing Moonraker (Main Title) - Shirley Bassey (3:10) Space Lazer Battle (2:47) Miss Goodhead Meets Bond (2:48) Cable Car and Snake Fight (3:07) Bond Lured to Pyramid (2:02) Flight Space (into Space 6:27) Bond arrives in Rio and Boat Chase (2:38) Centrifuge and Corrine Put Down (2:35) Bond Smells a Rat (2:24)
Moonraker (End Title) - Shirley Bassey (2:27) Some familiar pieces of music also appear in the film : Frédéric Chopin's Prelude No. 15 in D-flat major (op. 28), Raindrop): Drax plays a piano when Bond arrives. Richard Strauss' Also sprach Zarathustra (op. 30) (associated with 2001: A Space Odyssey): a hunting horn plays its distinctive
first three tones. Tritsch-Tratsch-Polka by Johann Strauss II: under the hovercraft scene in St Mark's Square. The stranger-contact theme Wild Notes from Close Encounters of the third kind: as the key code for a security door. Tchaikovsky's Romeo and Juliet Overture: when Jaws meets Dolly. Elmer Bernstein's theme from The
Magnificent Seven: when Bond performs on horseback in gaucho clothing. In popular culture The most important opening notes were used in a 2007 tourism advertisement for the Dominican Republic. See also Outline of James Bond References ^ AllMusic review ^ Moonraker Original Motion Picture Soundtrack at AllMusic Retrieved from
in: Share Novel — Film — Radio Drama — Soundtrack — Song — Novelization — Characters Moonraker is the theme song of the 1979 James Bond film Moonraker. It was composed by John Barry and Hal David and performed by Shirley Bassey, a Welsh singer who has performed more James Bond themed songs than anyone else,
with three. There are especially two different versions of the song - a slow ballad version (used over the film's opening titles) and an up-tempo disco version (played over the film's end credits). The former is the one typically associated with the film, and one featured on Bond music compilations, although both are included on the
Moonraker soundtrack. Lyrics Where are youWhy you hideWhy is that moonlight track that leads to your side Like moonraker goesin search of his dream of goldI the search for the love for someone to have and holdI have seen your smile in a thousand dream field your touchand it always SeemsYou love meDu love me How are you Once
we will meetTake my unfinished life and make it complete Like moonraker knowshis dream will come true one dayI know, that you are only a kiss awayI have seen your smilein a thousand dream field your touchand it always seemsYou love meYou love me (Source) Title Sequence 400px | Left Shirley Bassey Performance Bassey
performs a James Bond medley, including themes from Goldfinger, Diamonds are Forever, and Moonraker. left|400px Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise specified. Edit James Bond 007 - Moonraker - String geheim (1979) This was Shirley Bassey's third Bond theme song (Goldfinger and Diamonds Are
Forever prior to that). The song was written by John Barry, who wrote many of the show's themes and soundtracks. The film was the highest extrapolation factor Bond film of the time, but the theme song failed to attract much attention. The film was a particularly campy version of James Bond when it was put in space (Moonraker is the
name of a space shuttle in the film), and this orchestral ballad sung by Bassey didn't go down well with the film. &gt;&gt; Suggestion credit: Kelley - Hickory, KY In Bond movie tradition, this song plays at the beginning of the film. A disco version, also sung by Bassey, plays the late credits. Initially, Kate Bush was asked to write and record
Moonraker's theme, but when she fell, Barry and copywriter Hal David wrote this. The plan was originally for Johnny Mathis to record it, but he was unhappy with the song, so the producers prepared in Bassey at short notice. The Welsh singer has since admitted that she hated this tune and only did it as a favour John Barry. Barry.
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